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These are a list of RAKHIYA DE SHABAD.The most beautiful part is that Prarthana to the Divine as well as all the Divine
qualities of the names of the individual have been mentioned in these shabads.The shabads in this list is a compilation of
Shabads that are read just before commencing Kirtan Sohila when the fears of coming to Guru’s feet arises. Kirtan Sohila

is recited after finishing the Shabads. We start reciting the shabads from the first Shabads, “Say Namah Shivaya” with
the reciter facing the Guru of Guru Granth Sahib. Reciting of the earlier Shabads is a slow process as the reciter is

apprehensive while narrating the shabads. After some time, it becomes easier and narrating shabads which you might
have memorised becomes easier for you. The shabads are easily found online. The shabads are part of the Kirtan Sohila

Book. There’s no chance you have the whole diwani or Tukaram. Of course, it’s not even going to do you much good. You
could start by downloading the diwani to a computer and then preparing it for Japji yourself, but you’d still need the Vani.

This is a brief set of shabads before you start reciting Kirtan Sohila. Rakhiya De Shabad is the collection of hymns that
are generally recited while coming to Guru’s feet or during Kirtan Sohila. In order to aid the reciter in reaching the Guru,
many of these hymns are based on the names of individual Gurus of the Sri Guru Granth Sahib. Many of these hymns are

used after the reciter and are read before commencing Kirtan Sohila. There are six Pakas (sections), Bhagat sahib,
Bhagat ji sahib, Chitra Ka Aanchal, Chak Pani, Sahirawali, and Rakhiya De Shabad. When the reciter is ready to go to

Guru, the Guru Sahib’s japji (prayer) is recited after the Rakhiya De Shabad as it is included here in this list. Please use
your judgment with this and do as you think is best for you. This is based on a reading of the Guru Granth Sahib,

especially the online version. All the Japji’s and Avas are available in the version of Guru Granth Sahib to date. Perhaps
that is what Guru Sahib intended for the Rakhiya De Shabad to be used.
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In the same way, if we finish both these prayers beforesleeping, Guru Sahibwill create a fort around your bed or sleeping
place. You are supposed to do Rakhiya De Shabadand Kirtan Sohila facing the pillow where your head will rest, but make
sure that it is not where yourfeet are point. Jamdooths (Angels of death) cannot touchyou if you do these prayers. After
worshipping the feet of Guru Sahib jee, press in thecontents menu and it will ask you to get the Kirtan Sohila. Say the

title and start reading the prayers. If you do the RakhiyaDe Shabad before sleeping, it will protect you from the eviljinns
and other forces that try to enter your bed. It is a medium for the Gurbani which is also available in an e-Reader if you

prefer to read this type of book. This is a very simple step by step approach to recite Kirtan Sohila.In the same way, if we
finish both these prayers beforesleeping, Guru Sahibwill create a fort around your bed or sleeping place. You are

supposed to do Rakhiya De Shabadand Kirtan Sohila facing the pillow where your head will rest, but make sure that it is
not where yourfeet are point. Jamdooths (Angels of death) cannot touchyou if you do these prayers. Dummy. Also, why

should I thank you for it? You haven't even given any link or method of downloading the material. Is it really free for
downloading and printing, or you offer it for money at some other site? Yet another one of your cheap tricks. Bhagat

Kabir Ji sahib is our SID of Nature. Some people mistake his shabad as their daily routine & routine work. But he puts the
mind and soul in man. Because he is the master of the mankind & mankind is also the master of him. 5ec8ef588b
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